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No coherence
in curriculum
by Richard Bodwell
Staff Writer
"We will generate money
other than state money," Lick
said. "Some of the money will
University of Maine Presi- begin from private sources. "
dent Dale Lick and his Corn- Lick said that funding for
mission on Undergraduate projects will be based on priori-
Education (CUE) were the ty, requiring a trade-off process
focus of aTorum held Monday where some projects are cut in
in the Maine Center for the order to give birth to others.
Arts. Despite a $1.2 million reduc-
CUE -Member Julia 114;—tion in revenue for UMaine,
Watkins, dean of the College of Lick remains hopeful that the
Social and Behavioral Sciences,
explained that the Commission
hopes to lend educational
coherence to UMaine's
undergraduate program.
"We made recommendations
based on what we thought
would be academically
sound," Watkins said. "And
not get tied down to the dollar
figures."
Watkins said CUE found no
coherence -in UMaine's cur-
riculum which differed from
college to college and varied
within each department.
legislature and governor will
keep an open mind.
"We think they bought into a
concept, enhancing quality, and
this will cost money," Lick
said. "Things do depend on
new funds, some of them could
be devoted to this if we deem it
high enough priority."
The Commission was form-
ed by Lick nearly two years ago
to examine the University's
undergraduate program. It's
purpose was to voice recom-
mendations that would place—
the university nearer towards its
goal of "becoming one of the
Lick said the administration nation's outstanding
would work to place CUE's undergraduate programs in the
report into fruition but admit- 1990s. "
ted the university must keep an However, there is a need to
eye on cost.
(see CUE page 5)
UMPD plans new
sior 1989
by Jeff Pinkham
Staff Writer
The University of Maine
Department of Public Safety
does a lot of things besides giv-
ing out parking tickets.
The UMPD has several pro-
grams for the benefit of
students. The programs include:
alcohol awareness, bike and key
registration, and rape awareness
to name a few.
Alan Stormann, UMaine's
Crime Prevention Officer, is
especially proud of the pro-
grams offered. The bike and key
gistration has been very suc-
cessful in its first 22 months of
-existence. Over 70 sets of keys
have been returned to oWners,
who, in most cases, never ex-
pected to see them again.
A Connecticut native lost her
keys during an armed robbery
in her homestate and the miss-
ing keys were later turned in to
program is to ensure the protec-
tion of valuables within the
home. An officer will go into
your home, filling a sheet which
lists the serial numbers of
valuable items. If these things
(see UMPD page 6)
UM police and subsequently
returned to the UMaine
graduate.
Stormann said "The girl was
very surprised when I called and
said I had her keys, she never ex-
pected to get them back."
Another man threw away the
keys to a car he had sold and
they ended up back at the cam-
pus police station. "We couldn't
figure out how they got from
the gatbage to here." Stor-
mann said.
Stormann gleams that these
two instances go to show that
the programs do work.
Another program offered by -
UMPD is Operation ID. The
\purpose of this newly-formcd
photo by Jonathan Bach
About 20 people in the Ultimate Club gathered on the mall Frida3, afternoon.
Yeltsin scathed by Pravda
MOSCOW (AP) — Opposi-
tion legislator Boris N. Yeltsin
shopped and drank until he
dropped on his tour of the
United States, he said a scathing
article reprinted Monday in the
Communist Party newspaper
Pravda.
_
The CdnimunTst Party
maverick "leaves behind him a
wake of catastrophic pro-
phecies, insane expenses, inter-
views and above all the perfume
.of Jack Daniel Black Label,"
the Italian newpaper La
Republica said in an article
translated into Russian and
printed in full by Pravda.
Pravda did not comment on
the article. But it gave its readers
a taste of the page5 piece in a
front-page box quoting the ar-
ticle as saying Yeltsin found the
United States "a holiday, a
stage, a bar 5.000 kilometers
long."
Yeltsin, who arrived back in
Moscow late Monday evening,
denied the report.
"It's garbage, "*Yeltsin told
The Associated Press, flushing
with anger.
"It's a simple lie, slander and
revenge for the fact that
Americans received us with ad-
(see YELTSIN page 6)
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News Briefs
Teenager holds schoolmates hostage1
MCKEE, Ky. (AP) - A teen-age
bos armed with a shotgun and two
,o(ber guns took 11 clasirmies hostage
today and tired at least two shots in ,
a.J.1-2ssrocuit_at_ a_ huh  schnca in
southeastern Kentucky, police said.
All but three of the hostages were
released by early afternoon.
Nearly 500 other students inside
the Jackson County High School
were evacuated after the incident took
place around 9:30 a.m. EDT, Ken-
tucky State Police and local law en-
forcement officials said.
"A 15 or 16-year-old student took
IT students hostage," Kentucky
State Police Trooper G.D. Robinson
said as the standoff continued at mid-
day. "He was armed with a shotgun,
a .357 Magnum and some type of
automatic pistol.
"Since that time ... one of the state
police hostage negotiators exchanged
a police radio for one of the students,
so we could talk to him." Robinson
".No demands, at thal time, had
been made from the student. Vve real-
ly don't know what ha- wants_."
- Later, state police spokesman Capt. 7`•
John Lile said all but three of the
hostages had been released by about
12:30 p.m.
School officials initially spoke to
the boy via the intercom system.
Police were attempting to locate his
parents, said a police dispatcher who
declined to give his name_
"We have his grandparents here,"
Robinson said. "We don't know that
much about his parents. Apparenfly
he's staying with his grandparents
since he came in from California."
McKee, a town of about 250 peo-
ple, is about 50 miles south-southeast
of Lexington in the Appalachian
foothills.
Students score 1600 on 1989 SAT's
A RLING I ON, Texas (AP) - Don
Cruse doesn't quite understand what
all the excitement is about-- all he did
was score a perfect 1,600 on the
Scholastic Aptitude Test.
"There really is no secret," said
Cruse, a junior at Martin High
School. "The test includes material
that's covered in class. And I have to
study just like other students. I'm just
not used to all this attention."
But test administrators and Arl-
ington school officials said the
16-year-old is too modest.
Cruse was one of only 14 students
in the nation who achieved a perfect
score on the SAT during the 1988-89
school year. The national average
score was 903.
And while most students wait un-
til their senior year to take the college
entrance exam. Cruse did it as a
sophmore
Cruse's class schedule this semester
includes Latin II, precalcutus, physic's,
English, history and biology. All but
Latin II are advanced classes.
He told The Dallas Morning News
he was thinking about going to Har-
vard to be a pre-law major, and he's
happy he doesn't have to take the SAT
again- - -
"I can concentrate on some other
things now," he said.
The SAT is a 2 I '2-hour multiple-
choice test that measures verba; and
mathematical reasoning_ Scores are
reported on a scale of WO to 800 for
each portion of the test. About 1.8
million high school students took it
during the last school year.
Desperate emigres flee by air and sea
BUDAPEST. Hungary (AP) -
East German refugees say
Czechoslovak and East German
authorities are seizing their passports 
and travel viSas -To-itop them from
reaching Hungary and emigrating to
_ the.
The crackdown has forced emigres
into acts of desperation. An East Ger-
man man taking part in the exodus to
West Germans drowned while swim-
ming across the Danube River from
C•zechoslosakia to Hungary, refugee
orkers said today.
The man was forced to swim
because he had no travel documents,
they said. -
A Czechos*wak man tad.%) manag-
ed to cross his Communist
homeland's border to Wes( German
on a homemade motorized hang
glider. Bavarian border police said
The most direct route for East Ger-
mans seeking to take adsantage of
Hungary's fret passage to Austria is
through Czechoslovakia. which is
sandwiched between East Germany
and Hungary.  
Wolfgang Wagtierc-itesd-or-the-
West German Maltese Aid Service.
said that in some cases Hungarian  
'iefugees have been forced off East
German and Czechoslovak trains and
ordered to return home.
In West Germany, officials said to-
das that nearly 750 Pilst German
refugees had arrived in Bavaria dur-
ing the night. That brings to more
than 16.000 the number of refugees
that _ have arrived since Hungary
Opined Its -6-6-rd—et -to ihi-W6-t one
week ago. East German affidals have
said that despite the exodus they
would not restrict travel for citizens
wishing to visit Hungary--traval visas
had been eass to obtain-but -more
and more ow* are telling us that
their visas are being taken from
them_ " Wagner said Sunday.
The Daily
-
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MacFest
Computer Demostrations
Mac Plus
- Mac SE 30
Mac Ilcx
Apple Scanner
Plus Special Guest
11[111111111111111fl'1IIdiillin11T1 
Software Demostrations LL
from
A1.1 Aldus,-Claris; Gelesta,
Microsoft
September 21St
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
North Lown Room
Memorial -Union
-5— Macintosh Plus
Win A Free
Macintosh Plus
Enter Now
It could be you
2nd prize
Double Helix ll
5th Generation Database
from ODESTA
Buy my kid one of
those compatible
computers?
You must be joking.
I'd rather spend my
money on an old
beat-up typewriter.
If my kid gets a
computer,
it had better be an
Apple Macintosh.
Hey kid, want one of
these Mac's?
You'd better sign up!i
Giveaways every 15 minutes during MacFest
T-Shirts, Posters, Buttons, Pins
Drawing
3p.m.
Sept. 21th
During the
MacFest 
North Lown Room
Memorial Union teriand
Business to business. Person to person. Authorized Dealer
Register before 2 p.m.
September 21th
at the
MICROCOMPUTER
&- RESOURCE CENTER
INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS CENTER
11 SHIBLES HALL, UM
581-2519
_
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4Fraternity cook is much
more than kitchen help
by Wendy Boynton
Staff Writer
She's been known to tell members to
get out of her kitchen. She'll fine anyone
SU) if she  catches them in the freezer.
And she's too happy to give directions
to the nearest McDonald's if you com-
plain about a meal.
is- she She's
Romine, the seven-year veteran cook for
Atpha-Gatnnts- Rho fraternity.
"We can't imagine the house without
• - Gert," said Robert president of
AGR. "She puts us in our place and tells
us what's what," he said.
Romine, a native of Czechostovakia,
owned the "Black Rose" restaurant in
Old Town. But in 1982, following in the
footsteps of her fraternity cook hus-
band, Kenneth, she decided to apply for
the position at AGR.
"I thought what he can do, I can do,
too," Romine said. Currently, her hus-
band cooks for Tau Epsilon Phi.
Although she doesn't like getting up
early in the morning, Romine loves
everything else about her job, especially
the friendship of the fraternity.
"Even the alumni have kept the friend-
ship up," Romine said. "You never get
old when you're around young peo-
ple," se said.
Arriving at the house at 6:30 a.m.,
Romine works until about 5:30 p.m.,
Monday through Thursday. On Fridays
she stays until noon, returning for Sun-
day breakfast and lunch. On a typical
day she serves about 30 members per
meal.
"I can't cook for two people,"
Who 65-year-old
Romine said. "I like cooking for lots of
people. I like cooking--period. No mat-
ter what it is, " she said.
Though she doesn't like to cook greasy
foods, Romine will cook dishes that tie
members' mothers or 'grandmothers
make. As long as they get the recipes,
she'll give them a whirl.
Being the soul "mother figure" in the
Gert"—liouSe, it Woray nat lira] Thar ap-
proached for advice. "I help the best I
can," she said.
Recalling an "epidemic!' when all-the
girlfriends "quit" the boyfriends,
Romine smiles. "They all got back
together and they're all married now,"
she said. "I can tell you from the time
I've worked here how many got mar-
ried," Romine said, disputing a recent
Daily Maine Campus column that
fraternity members don't fall in love.
In addition to her cooking duties,
Romine is also responsible Tor ordering
supplies. "I see that I get the best and
the cheapest," she said.
Simply put, Romine loves her job.
"We've got a really nice house," said
the grandmother of three. "rm. quite
proud of my boys ... really proud,"
Romine said.
In Czechoslovakia, Romine studied at
an agricultural college for two semesters
before World War II closed its doors.
When the communists invaded, she was
forced to leave her country. -
"I came out with nothing but what I
had on my back," Romine said. She
was 21.
"It was so bad in '45 that if you had
a nice dress or a nice coat on they took
it off you," she said. Earrings and
• A SPECTRUM. EVOIT •
THIS FRIDAY NIGHT!
FEMALE
HOT-M-WPESTUNG1
Featuring New York's MA G 10 OIL WFESTLERS
DOORS OPEN Ai 8 PM., SHOW SARIS AT 9 PM,
LADIES ADMITTED AT 11 PM., DkNICING UNTIL 330
TICKETS: $10 IN ADVANCE, $12 AT THE DOOR.
I MY AT blavurc GiEm-ria PLAa TO BE -
SPECTRUM 
NOME UNDER 17 ADAPTED • P011VE I.D. REQUIRED
FOR T1CKET INFO CALL 990-9000
1.111-
JAinC)041 VeGintl
Easter &slots
Blood ofhlS
Football Concessions
'fl] bJTIrJJtLO f1).2
2/2 11 )GA2
0usn
rely-7.1---2irkett
vIk4
Lite Night Local
Helping Hand Van
Adopt A Grandparent
Tonight!! Cheese Party of 8 Ant in North end South Lown Roonts-Memonai Union
dike•-
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photo by Scott Leaair
Geri Romine, 65, is a native of Czechoslovakia and has been a cook for the Alpha
Gamma Rho fraternity for seven years. "I see that I get the best and the cheapest
(food) ... I like cooking for lots of people," she says.
rings were also taken.
"That's communism for you',' Romine
said. "I don't like communism but I
can't blame the people. You find good
and bad people all over the world:' she
said.
From Czechoslovakia, Romine travel-
ed to Austria and Germany, where she
married a soldier. Moving to Kansas in
1947, she ran two restaurants. Following
her first husband's death, she met and
married Kenneth, also a serviceman.
Then, they moved to Germany. In 1973,
the Romines finally settled in Maine.
"I love it (Maine) because it's almost
like home. We have mountains (in
Czechoslovakia). We have lots of woods.
We didn't have lakes and shorefront,"
she said. "I love to travel but it's always
nice to come home," Romine said.
The Romines, of Old Town, have three
children between them.
Romine, who enjoys raising flowers
and collecting antiques, said there is "no
way" that she'll switch fraternities. Fit
stay at AGR "as long as I can do it, "
WMEB 91.9 FM Orono:
Your station for progressive, classical, reggae, jazz, and
alternative music, will hit the airwaves this semester on
Wednesday at 6:00 a.m.
•••••••••••••• 
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Petty's Pizza Restaurant
154 Pak StnEct
ORONO, MaiNc.
(acnoss FROM tr)RiftWaY)
866-5505
'CARE OUt - DELIVERY. sir DOWN
-SPECIAL- e$3.99*
LARGE oNli-ITZIN PIZZA.
ISIT DOWN ONLY
CLIPPING
I OFFER GOOD Tim, SEPX,. IICITZ I
940- pod 14.tiey-Wsdnetity Only
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Levi's says sixties fashion craze is dead
(CPS) — Sixties music may still be in
concert halls, but the sixties fashion
craze that afflicted many campuses last
year is supposed to be over.
Levi Strauss & Co., the giant San
Francisco-based jeans manufacturer,
said the trend's epitaph is found in the
waimk-results of its survey of 1,400 collegians
on 10 U.S. and four foreign campuses.
Asked what looks were "not in," 83
percent of those polled listed sixties-style
looks such as bell bottoms, peace signs
-and smiley faces as stuff not to be seen
in.
Even tie-dyed t-shirts are losing favor,
asserts Levi's spokeswoman Debbie
Gasparini. "Clearly, college kids aren't
making or buying them."
But it seems lots of them haven't got-
ten the message from Levi's yet.
"In Chapel Hill, (the sixties look has)
never gone. You see a lot of it
around," said Billy Dillon, manager
of Beach Connection, a surfing shop
popular among students from the
University of North Carolina (UNC).
T-shirts, black-colored clothing,
leather jackets and miniskirts also rate
high.
Foreign students from Milan, Paris,
Tokyo and Tbronto, included for the first
time in the annual survey, had striking-
ly similiar tastes to their American
counteFparts.
The only difference were how their
clothes fit and what sort of accessories
they chose. Americans like it loose and
casual, while the foreign choice is for a
-tighter tailoring and dressier accessories.
"Kids in Europe are trying to look
American," Gasparini concluded.
Nevertheless, clothing store managers
near campuses predict many fashion-
conscious students will try to take on an
"ethnic look" this year with Guatemalan
belts, Israeli jewelry, exotic beads and
anything that looks like it came from
somewhere else.
Combs guessed it reflects the chang-
ing mixture of America's "melting pot"
and the growing fascination with dif-
ferent cultures.
Study Shows funding for prisons
expanding faster than for schools
(g), Despite political rhetoric
that education has become a top priori-
ty. states' spending on prisons is grow-
ing at a faster rate than spending on
schools, a new study of state budgets has
found.
The survey by the National Con-
ference of State Legislatures (NASL)
shows that, although education still gets
about 50 percent of state budgets, the
percentage allocated to it is decreasing
while Medicaid and prisons are getting
more money.
"Drugs and law and order are issues
that are much more salient than educa-
tion. Because of the pressure on those,
thet will continue to be more competitive
for state funding," said Russell Edger -
ton, president of the American Associa-
tion for Higher Education, head-
quartered in Washington, D.C.
Spending on prisons rose by 14.1 per-
cent and Medicaid increased by 10.4 per-
cent among the states. Higher education
funding, on the other hand, increased
only 7.3 percent.
"The cut in money to education
means that students will have to pay a
bigger cost," said Steve Gold, the
NASL's director of fiscal affairs.
"However, as tuitions are rising, there
has also been an increase in._,_,the
availability of loans."
Gold and Edgerton noted some states
did better. West Virginia budget_e_d25.7
percent more for education. Next were
Illinois, with a 17.7 increase, Nevada and
New Hampshire (16.8), Ohio (15.2), and
Georgia (14.7).
Massachusetts, on the other hand, cut
_$,A3 million fromits higher education
budget. Students had to make up much
of the difference with a 7.7 percent tui-
tion increase.
The cuts in Massachusetts translated
into 1,900 canceled courses for the
120,000 full-time students, and job losses
for 1,200 part-time teachers.
Raof wico/tit-y
BILL COSBY
PUPS - A specially design/
spegid rote* lee 016 end.
IN PERSON
IN CONCERT
Performance is in the
round with big screen
video projection •
from the stage
EVERY SEAT IS A GOOD SEAT
Thurs., Sept. 28th • 8PM
Augusta Civic Center
ALL SEATS RESERVED!
Tickets: $18.75, ON SALE NOW At Civic Center Box Office,
TICKETRON and all Key Bank Reserve-A-Tix Counters. Use
VISA/Mastercard to order by phone 626-2400 oil-800-382-8080
Traduced by Artist Consultant. Productions, Inc.
"Plenty of people wear tie-dyed
clothes," added Nicole Breck, a Con-
necticut College senior.
And at the University of Maryland in
College Park, "There're still tie-dyes run-
ning around," reported senior Keith
Paul.
"Patches, the-Deadhead look, peace
symbols.., there's a lot of that on this
campus," added senior Dana Rud-
nick, who works at University Boutique,
a popular Maryland haunt.
"There's a certain fascination among
students with the sixties, "observed
James Combs, a professor of politics
and pop culture at Valparaiso Universi-
ty in Indiana. "A lot of them wished they
kind of lived through it, although very
few people look good in it."
The Levi's 501 Report, conducted by
the Roper Organization, indicates that
collegians regard backpacks, stereos and,
of course, blue jeans, as their most
essential possessions,
"Fashion is a v:Pay to ease into different
sorts of cultures, " he mused. "It's a
•CUE
playful way of dealing with things."
"But it's really mysterious why they
pick up on certain things and not
others."
University of Idaho students are pick-
ing up on "the New Age look," wear-
ing lots of flowery clothes, says Ana
Pena of Rock Bottom, an off-campus
shop. Also big jackets styled after the
World War I chemical warfare coats,
which students like to pair with baggy
jeans.
_ —
Baggy clothes are a hit at UNC, too,
says the Beach Connection's Dam. "We
have 90 pound girls coming in to buy
extra-large sweatshirts all the time."
Yet at Maryland, baggy clothes are
fading fast. "There comes a time when
you say 'I'm tired of looking like a sack
of potatoes:" Rudnick says.
Instead, more tailored clothes are
coming into favor, "especially as you get
older and have to start thinking about
a business wardrobe," Rudnick
explained.
However, there is a need to
look at the academic integrity of these
recommendations._ Watkins admitted.
Watkins said CUE came up with whet
it concluded was an absolute minimum
for changes in academic standards with
room to build upon their proposals.
"Certain colleges may decide to go
beyond these requirements," she said.
Watkins said CUE issued a series of
recommendations to enhance the first-
year experience for students. These in-
clude changes in the ways UMaine
recruits, teachcs, and admits first-year
students.
Lick said that within each college at-
tempts will be made to raise standards.
He added that faculty and deans will
have input in the manner in which
UMaine recruits students. -
 
(continued from page 1)
He also wants deans to play a more
intimate role in processes of dollar
allocation and resource reallocation.
Lick thinks that faculty and ad-
ministration should work in tandem to
- reach the Commission's proposals. "This
will not be a unilateral thing where the
administration says this is the way it's go-
ing to go," he said. Lick said student
input would be a lot less in proportion
to faculty participation but said students
would have influence.
Any university wide issues such as
CUE's recommendations mast be ap-
proved by the faculty senate, Watkins
said. She said that 89 percent of univer-
sities like UMaine across the nation have
a general requirement process. 
DRIVER WANTED
Part-time, two or three mornings a week plus Sunday.
Clean driving record required.
$5.00 per hour.
Call 989:663O—or 9894547T
eeree, 4e, .2" ire ea
0
,a111
DARKROOMS
Develop Your Film at
the Union!
$ 10.00 User Fee per Semester
_ _
Make arr4gements on Tuesday,
11:30 am to 1:30 pm or
Thursday, 1:30 pm to 3:00 pm at
The Students' Program Office,
second floor, Memorial Union. _midelacCICE
--
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•Yeltsin
miration, " he said before slipping into
a black Volga car to be whisked into
Moscow.
The article is potentially very damag-
ing to the silver-haired, 58-year-old
populist who has become a hero to many
Soviets by critcizing special privileges for
party and government officials and urg-
ing that President Mikhail S. Gorbachev
speed up his reforms.
It raises the question of the character
of a leading politician more clearly than
has been done in decades. It also cast
Yeltsin as enjoying the good life just as
-thC MG&C.C.:7: Of fi.cialis-he,
cizes while Soviets line up for sugar,
meat and dozens of other everyday
items.
But previous attacks on Yeltsin have
been regarded by his supporters as an ef-
fort by powerful Kremlin figures to
discredit him, and Yeltsin has turned that
deep-rooted suspicion of central authori-
ty to his advantage.
Yeltsin returned one day ahead of a
crucial Communist Party Central Com-
mittee meeting on ethnic unrest. Central
Committee meetings also are empowered
to consider personal questions, and
Yeltsin could be asked during the closed
meeting to explain his behavior, or
•UMP D
----(continued from page 1)
censured.
Earlier this year, party officials in-
vestigated Yeltsin for allegedly speaking
out in favor of a multiparty system.
La Republica, a left-leaning Rome dai-
ly with one of Italy's largest circulations,
ran the article by Vittorio Zucconi on
page 5 of its Sept. 14 edition.
The story said Yeltsin drank a bottle-
and-a-half of Jack Daniels whiskey by
himself one night in Baltimore, where he
was a guest of Johns Hopkins
University.
"When a distinguished Professor
emeritus came to pick Yeitsin up at ti
a.m. for a speech, he was presented with
a wet and alcoholic kiss and an invita-
tion to finish off the half-empty bot-
tle," the story said.
"Let's drink to freedom: Yeltsin said
and offered the professor the bathroom
toothbrush glass filled with bourbon,"
it added.
It reported that Yeltsin had too much
to drink and fell asleep with his head on
a table during one reception.
The story.said Yeltsin bought new
clothes, shoes, boxes of white shirts, two
,VCRs and a selection of videotapes in-
cluding three "Rambo" movies, "Star
Wars," and "E.T• "
valuable items. If these things are ever
stolen and recovered, the information
obtained will help return the valuables.
Also, if any insurance companies need
the serial number to an item registered
through Operation ID, the UMPD can
provide the inforniation to them with the
owners' consent.
An alcohol awareness program is also
available to UM students. The program
 
(continued from page 1)
offers literature and also snows a
20-minute video where a person is shown
driving through an obstacle course, first
completely sober then after several
drinks to show how alcohol affects driv-
ing skills. The alcohol awareness pro-
gram also deals with such topics as false
identification and possesion and
transportation of alcohol by a minor.
FREE SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FORSTUDENTS WHO NEED
MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.
• We have a data bank of over 200.000 listings of scholarships. fellow-
ships. grants. and loans, representing over StO billion in private sector
funding
• Many scholarships are given to students baseg on their academic interests
career plans family heritage and place of residence.
• There's money available for students who have been newspaper carriers
grocery clerks cheerleaders non-smokers. etc
 —111— 
• Results GUARANTEED.
CALL
ANYTIME
For A Free Brochure
(800) 346-6401
/40/aWer/ist/rer/er/eP.../40/APP/a/ziP:/•./4e.
1DitOJC)CaZI
Elections for '89-'90 senior counsil are begin-
ning. All seniors interested, pick up nomina-
tion sheet at Dean Lucy's office, Memorial
Union.
Deadline for application sheets is Friday, Sept. 22 -
at 4 p.m.
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Hurricane Hugo plows
through Puerto Rico
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico (AP) —
The region's mightiest hurricane in
the decade lashed Puerto Rico today
after battering the U.S. Virgin Islands
and other tourist havens, leaving at
least nine people dead and thousands
homeless.
The National Weather Service said
Hurricane Hugo was packing 130
m.p.h.. winds and a 10-foot tidal surge
when it hit the caster tip of Puerto
Rico- thiv -rnorning.—PhrecasterS Or:
pected up to 15 inches of rain and
flooding and mudslides all over the
island.
"We're getting ravaged, s'aid
ham radio operator Fernando Garcia
in San Juan. "We're getting all kinds
of winds, rain--very, very very hard.
"The wind is howling outside very,
very fast ... Part of my aluminum
siding is gone, my next door
neighbor's aluminum siding is gone,
all the trees around are shedding all
their leaves and branches. And it
looks worse, and it should be getting
worse before it gets better," Garcia
said.
On Sunday, Hugo plowed west-
northwest through the eastern Carib-
bean, slamming into the U.S. Virgin
Islands with 100 mph winds and rains
that caused heavy flooding.
Five people were reported killed, 80
injured and more that 10,000
homeless on the French island of
Guadeloupe, relief officials said.
Corrugated steel rOPfs were torn
off, power lines ripped free and crops
were destroyed. The airportri control
tower was knocked out of commis-
sion, permitting only visual landings
by relief planes.
Two people were killed in Antigua
and one in Montserrat, according to
Beacon Radio in Anguilla. Ham
radio operators reported at least five
deaths in Montserrat, but there was
no official confirmation.
Nearly all of Montserrat's 12,000
residents were homeless and schools,
hospitals and the police department
all suffered serious damage, said ham
radio operator Stuart Haimes of
Queen's N.Y.
Cheney orders chiefs to
to plan attack on drugs
WASHINCAON (AP) — Defense
Secretary Dick Cheney, declaring the
drug scourge a high priority national
security problem, ordered Pentagon
chiefs today to plan an attack on the
flow of drugs across the nation's
borders.
How much money or personnel will
be devoted to the effort remains an open
question, the secretary acknowledged,
saying he could not put even a ballpark
figure on it until the military chiefs draw
up their plans.
Cheney said his department will not
be drawn into a law enforcement role in
the anti-drug battle, and U.S. forces
overseas will not be put into combat
situations.
"There's a clear line out there. "
Cheney said, that the military will not
cross.
However, the secretary acknowledged
that using U.S. Military personnel to
train other nations' forces can put peo-
ple at risk. .
"It's a dangerous business. I hope
nobody's hurt in the process, but I can't
guarantee it," Cheney told reporters at
a briefing.
Cheney ordered the nation's top
military commanders to come up with
plans by Oct. 15 to help stem the flow
Of thugs through the Caribbean- and
across the Mexican border.
Cheney said he would instruct com-
manders to plan for a "substantial"
Caribbean counter-narcotics task force,
with appropriate planes and ships, to cut
the drug flow from Latin America.
Deploying forces to support the
counter-narcotics work of U.S. law en-
forcement agencies and "cooperating
foreign governments," especially on
the nation's southern border with
Mexico.
Using NORAD (North American
Aerospace Defense Command) to help
detect and counter the illegal drug traf-
fic across the borders.
Plan to combat the production and
trafficking of illegal drugs in conjunc-
tion with "cooperating host coun-
tries. "
Pressure to get the Pentagon more ac-
tively involved in the drug fight has come
recently from Capitol Hill, but Cheney's
press conference was designed to
highlight his department's role in carry-
ing out President Bush's recently an-
nounced anti-drug strategy.
Cheney's announcement was intend-
ed to "set a tone" for the agency instead
of outlining a new wish list for the na-
tion's battle against illicit drugs, a senior
defense Department official said prior
to the briefing.
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UMaine System forms pluralism commission
by Beth Staples
Staff Writer
Attracting a diverse student popula-
tion and fostering an environment in
which differences among people are
celebrated are the goals of the Universi-
ty of Maine System's newly formed
Commission on Pluralism.
UMS Board of Trustees chair Har-
rison Richardson announced the forma-
tion and the membership of the Com-
mission on Pluralism last May.
The establishment of the commission
came approximately two months after
UMaine President Dale Lick cited
research stating black athletes were
naturally performed better than white
athletes. '
Kent Price, Assistant to the
Chancellor said that although Lick's
remarks "acted as a catalyst for the for-
mation of the commission, the ground
had already been plowed.
Chancellor Woodbury and Richard-
son have long been interested in justice
and equal opportunity.
"That's the way history works--in fits
and starts," he said.
Richarson said the commission and
the UMS will be "committed to recruit,
retain, and graduate a population diverse.
culturally, ethnically, economically, and
-racially." He added that a campus en-
vironmentsupportive of pluralism must
be created.
The commission has been meeting
Male professor
_loses bicUto
join women's group
monthly with the purpose of assessing
the System's progress toward pluralism
and to make recommendations to help
it achieve its goals.
Jefferson White, Professor of
Philosophy at UMaine, is one of the
commission's 15 members. He said that
there have been two meetings of the
commission thus far.
"Presently we are in the initial stages
of the process. We are conducting a
series of hearings to gather informa-
tion," he said.
figures reported by students on infor-
mation sheets to the Registrar's office in-
dicate that of the 12,282 students atten-
ding UMaine, 11,995 described
themselves as white, non
-hispanic. One
hundred two students identified
themselves as American Indian/Alaskan
native, while 71 listed themselves as
Asian/Pacific Islander.
Fifty one students listed themselves as
Black/non-Hispanic and 32 listed
themselves as Hispanic.
A statement from the UMS Board of
- •
Trustees said, "If a university today is
not pluralistc then its educational pro-
gram will be weak and ow future as a
state limited."
Price said that although Maine is
composed predominantly of white peo-
ple, in some parts of the nation ethnic
and minority groups are the majority.
"Minority groups are playing an an
ever more important part in the coun-,
try. Reality must be coped with and we
Irian 'catch up with the rest of the-na-
tion, " he said.
(CPS) — A male college professor has
lost his effort to join a female professors'
group, at least for the moment.
U.S. District Judge Howard Munson
ruled Sept. 2 that Delta Kappa Gamma,
which claims 164,000 women educators
nationwide as members, legally could
keep State University of New York at
Oswego Prof. Harold Nash from join-
ing it.
"Neither men nor women can have it
both ways these days," Nash said in
explaining why he wanted to join the
group, which annually presents awards
and scholarships to its members. "It
seems to me that joining was  the a. 
reasinable thing to do in the spirit of
equal opportunity."
Munson, however, said the group can
bar Nash because anti-discrimination
laws apply to businesses and public
groups, not private organizations like
Delta Kappa Gamma.
Courts used similiar arguments last
year in barring women from private
menonly "eating clubs" at Princeton
University.
A 1987 New Jersey state order told the
clubs -- which many see as the start of
the "good old boy" network that en-
courages grads to hire each other -- to
open their doors to women.
But last October an appeals court
reversed the order on a technicality.
Other groups such as Harvard's all-
male eating clubs also remain
segregated, although in 1988 members of
Yale's Scroll and Key "secret society"
voted to open its doors to women dur-
ing the 1989.-90 school year.
Oswego's Nash said he plans to appeal
Munson's decision.
* * * * * * * * * *
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You can save literally days
of work between now and
graduation. Simply by using
an HP calculator. To keep
you from endlessly retracing
your steps, ours have built-
in shortcuts. Such as the
unique UP-Solve function
for creating your own form-
ulas. Menus,labels and ---
prompts. Program libraries.
Algebraic or RPN models.
Better algorithms and chip
design help you finish much
faster and more accurately
than their way, So, whether
you're in engineering, busi-
ness, finance, life or social
sciences, we've got the best
calculator for you. For as
little as $49.95. Check it out
atyour campus book4ore
or. HP taller.
1989 He.. let t Packard ( m pany P012905 /
There is a better way
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PACKARD
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Editorial
Do the right thing
his coming Sunday, in Fort Kent, the University
of Maine System Board of Trustees may be sen-
dif*a statue from New Mexico home.
The state, called a "Zuni War God," is considered
-gacreertfy /tie 'Zuni Indian tribe of New Mtaticti --------
It had been on display at the Hudson Museum for an 
undetermined period of time prior to being discovered_ ..
by "a Native American visiting...from the Southwest,"
according to a letter written by President Lick to
Chancellor Robert Woodbury on the matter.
The discoverer notified Richard Emerick, director of
the Hudson Museum and professor of anthropology, of
the problems associated with displaying the statue (in-
cluding the offense such display might cause the Zuni).
The museum proptly removed the piece from display
and "stored (it) in accordance with Zuni custom,"
Lick's letter reads.
And now, the BOT has a choice; retain the statue or
return it to New Mexico.
The statue's market value is nominal by most ac-
counts; only $350. Further, there is legal precedent from
tribes seeking a similar return of property, and, in
almost all cases, the courts sided with the tribes.
Yet Lick's letter also points out that Vice Chancellor
William Sullivan had corresponded with Vice President
for Academic Affairs John Hitt, "express(ing) his con-
cern as to whether we have a sound case for transferring
a valuable_property without -compensation."
A valuable property, indeed.
It appears as though even the highest ranks of
UMaine's administration can't bear to see a few dollars
slip away.
The Zuni War God may be worth $350 to the collec-
tor, but, to its original owners, it is priceless.
It is a link to their spirituality; it is a link to their
essence; it is a link to their past.
The economical way to solve the problem is to give
the statue back, thus avoiding costly litigation. The legal
way to solve the problem is the same, what with prece-
dent certainly in the Zuni's favor.
But, more importantly, we should ask ourselves what
the ethical way to solve the problem is. Chances are, you
know whartr -Let's hope the BOT does, trio.
• ,
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Remembering a friend
A good friend of mine put a
bullet through her chest this
summer. She laid bleeding for
hours before someone found
her.
Artificial turf and bunches of
flowers covered the hole where
she was buried. How unfitting
Here was a beautiful woman
whose bright eyes and giggle
would force anyone to look
twice, stuffed in the earth with
fake grass on top of her.
The stacks of white, red,
orange and pink flowers look-
ed painfully out of place in a
sea of dingy grave stones. She
was standing out in a crowd, as
she so often does. Or is it did?
What do you say knowing you'll
never see your friend again? You
can't pick up a phone and catch.
up on old times or scribble
down a quick letter.
I prefer to talk about my
friend in first person. Why
separate someone in conversa-
tion with a few past tense words
when she is still alive in my
thoughts?
Everyone mourns differently.
Some people have to close the
door in order to forget the pain
when they lose a friend or
relative. Others prefer to keep
their memories sharp by talking
with anyone who will listen.
An arrangement of yellow
roses shaped as a guitar leaned
against a jar of wildflowers on
her grave. Her father had given
her an electric guitar and
amplifier a few years back.
Once in a while I'd hear her,
plucking away at the strings in
her room where we lived. She
never made a lot of -noise — she
Rhonda Morin
was still learning how to play
chords.
She was still learning how to
do many things. Like so many
of us, she was still trying to
discover what she could get
• away, with. And when things got
rough, she would eat a little ice
cream with a buddy to soothe
herself.
I wonder if she grew tired of
the taste of ice cream? If I ask-
ed her to meet me for a pint of
Ben and Jerry's, I wonder if she
would come? We could talk
about "hard core" running and
biking_or nn ibe "wick-
ed cool" nights when we climb-
ed the post office. She would
probably giggle, flip her hair
back out of her face an4.scream
"Yes, let's do it!"
I cried when it dawned on me
I wouldn't hear her voice again.
I'm still teary today. So many
things in everyday life remind
me of her. A few weeks ago L
was reaching in the refrigerator
— maybe for ice cream — and
her face flashed in font of me.
I stopped momentarily, sighed
and thought of something fun-
ny we had done together.
Lots of laughter mixed in
with an occasional seasoning of
seriousness is the best recipe for
existing day-to-day. She knew
that, she lived to be silly. Yet, for
some reason she stopped
laughing.
So what happens to me, her
friends, and her family who are
left behind to mourn? Do we
stop searehing for the humor?
I would prefer to keep laughing
and talking about my friend in
the company of others. She's so
much a part of me and my
friends that it would be unfair
to pretend she's not here.
Baby powder showers, juicy
apple pies, and wrinkled used
clothing will always jog my and
my friends' memories of her.
To my friends: Let us gather
and freely talk about the
woman who made every one of
us laugh at some point in our
college careers.
My friend made a choice, a
fatal one, that separated her
from her friends and family.
But, it is something we must all
accept and deal with in our own
way.
lonly wish I could have held
her and told her I cared one last
time. 
Rhonda Morin. a senior jour-
nalism •major, dedicates, this
column to those who are griev-
ing our friend's death.
Read the sports pages of the Daily
Maine Campus and be on top of
all University of Maine sports action.
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Frat brothers
"true gentlemen"
lb the editor: feelings of others rather than his
(The following is a letter in -
response to Doug 'vanderweid's-
advice to Freshman Females)
Because I am both a member
of a fraternity and also a
member of a fraternity who is
"in love". I find Doug
Vanderweides generalizations
of the treatment of freshman
women, or women in general
unmistakably inaccurate-
bordering on ludicrous.
We, the brothers of SAE, are
particularly bothered by his
remarks. For we base our entire
brotherhood on a powerful
creed written by John Walter
Wayland called the "True
Gentleman." In Mr. Waylands
words, he speaks of honor,
good-will, virtue, sincerity, sym-
pathy, self-control and proprie-
ty. One would only find these
qualities in a true gentleman.
One particular passage points
out, we "think of the rights and
Fraternity
brothers
aren't bad
To the Editor:
This is a short response to
Doug Vanderweides article to
the freshmen of UMaine
(Sept.13). I suggest you reread
your two paragraphs about
fraternities.
Talk about generalizations!
Unless you know (maybe you
do, but I doubt it) every
member of every fraternity on
• The face of the earth, I can't see
how you can say "brothers at
fraternities do not  fall in
love." You describe—fraternity
members as mad dogs and then
harp on the strong lifetime
bonds (which is true) all
brothers have. About pledging.
Unless you've experienced a full
pledge program (they are not all
alike) you can't get down on
them. Pledging helps you get to
know all the brothers like they
were your real brothers.
Membership "sans pledging" as
you put it would be like renting
a room in a house full of
strangers. I'm sorry, the greeks
share a much tighter bond,
almost inexplainable.
Students: do bicare— don't
drink too much and don't wreck
- your dorms. Mr. Vanderweide:-
I suggest you think about your
coluinns before you write them,
don't write about things you
don't know about, and I
wouldn't join a fraternity if I
were you, you may be too far
gone already.
Joel Reidy
Sigma Phi Epsilon
  own." 
- Consideration for the feelings
oitti-“eitengivoutensristi-
prime quality of the True
Gentleman.
We live by these words, for we
are constantly trying to improve
ourselvelf. With added pressure
from our national and new
guidelines being enforced by
bean Lucy and the University.
We (the Greek System) do not
need a fellow student (Doug
Vanderweide) preying on us like
a "coyote" and implying we
degrade and use women for one
thing then the the "carcass
behind to rot!' Maybe Mr.
Vanderweide would like to come
down to the house and obkrve
for himself how a "True
Gentleman" conducts himself
in front of a lady?
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Better safe than sorry
Daniel R. Salvati Jr. To the editor:
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Book
banning
lb the editor:
After reading the editorial
by Christina Koliander in to-
day's (Friday, 9/15/89)
paper, I thought I'd pass
along another bit of in-
teresting information.
If you go to the bookstore
at the Union, there is a col-
umn not too far inside the
door. On this, there are
several books that have been
banned in other states. One
of these books is Fahrenheit
451, about book burning. It
has been banned in Florida
thus far. What is this coun-
try where "freedom and
democracy reign" coming to'?
Chris Masters
Letters to the editor
should be 300
words or less, and
guest columns
about 450 words.
For verification
purposes, a name,
address, and phone
number must ac-
company all letters.
I was very interested in P.A.
Oppliger's response to Doug
  Vanderweide's editorial column
on Sept. 13. Considering the
realities of the world we live in
-and the noticeable improvement
in tone over Doug's print pec-
cadilloes in the past, I thought
the editorial was well-
considered, thoughful, and in-
telligent. Anything that will pre-
vent someone from the horrors
of alcoholism or rape or even
emotional harm I can not help
but applaud. Taking precau-
tions never hurt anyone.
But to P.A. Oppliger-I am
concerned for your attitudes
regarding rape and drunken-
ness. No, getting drunk and
driving do not GUARANTEE
that you will have an accident,
but it sure ups the odds. If you
are female and are used, to tak-
ing long walks alone at night
out of screaming-distance of
humanity in a high-risk rape
area, it will not GUARANTEE
that you will be raped, but the
odds of being attacked do go up
to scary levels. Nothing is cer-
tian in this world, but if you do
enough stupid things it's a lot
more likely that someone .will
take advantage of them and
hurt you.
I am in one of the highest-
risk age groups for assault, sex-
ual or otherwise.
And while I am well able to
take care of myself, it does not
mean I am into sitting, drunk,
in the middle of College Ave
screaming "Rape me!" at 12:30
Saturday night. I don't believe
I WILL be attacked if I'm do-
ing that-but gosh, the chances
are pretty good, don't you
think?
WMEB 91..9 FM : Radio-Free Orono
For progressive, alternative, jazz, blues, reggae, and
classical music, sports action, speCiashows and events,
and just a whole bunch of other cool things to listen
to., tune 'ern in 7 days a week!
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Cuomo vetoes tuition hike
(CPS)--"After a major student out-
cry, New York Gov. Mario Cuomo
vetoed a proposed $200 a year tuition
hike for the City University of New
York system May 2.
Students at 16 of the 18 CUNY
campuses took over administration
buildings, canceling classes in some
cases. The protest culminated in a
CUNY-wide class boycott, with
5,000-10,000 students — assembled in
g four-Itock line — rallying outside
Cuomo's New York City office at the
World Trade Center.
"One of the battles was won, but
..we still have to keep fighting, " vow-
ed Jose Camacho, Spokesman for
Students for Educational Rights, the
group that engineered the first and
longest — 10 days — building
takeover at the City College
campuses.
Rita Rodin, CUNY spokeswoman,
said the Board of Trustees will either
find money from a different source or
cut its budget to make its $18 million
deficit.
The CUNY events came three
weeks after University of New Mex-
ico students occupied the office of
UNM President Gerald May for eight
days in an effort to rool back a 7.9
percent tuition increase. Protesters
failed to halt the hike, but New Mex-
- 
regents did create a -$200,004-
'safety- net" fund for -grants- for
students who would be most hurt by
the increase.
Professional Computers and
Student Discounts ... PLUS
Immediate Availability
Why wait for delivery?
$ 1 , 595
mm IBM-AT & Zenith-248 Compatible Hard Disk Computers OM
Professional Computer Group
96 Barlow St., Bangor (947-5227)
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Federal rules on loans
slow Stafford payments
(CPS) — New, hastily imposed federal
rules have pitched many campus finan-
cial aid offices into a crisis in recent
weeks, dramatically slowing the process
of delivering Stafford loans to students,
financial aid directors around the coun-
try say.
The crisis could keep some students
from getting their loans until after their
tuition deadlines have pased, the direc-
tors add.
"Students aren't liking " said_
Greeley Myers, aid director at New Met-
Teo State University (NMSU).
..The rules, designed to try and
minirnizelhe student loan default rate,
require campuses to 'counsel students
taking out their first Stafford loan about
how to repay the loan.
"Some (students) have already been
through this with their lender," Myers
noted. "Here's one more round of
bureaucratic paperwork."
"I already pretty much knew all that
they told me," affirmed Daryl Fam-
brough, a NMSU freshman, after, a
counseling session.
Aid directors like Myers say they simp-
ly don't have time to implement the rules
efficiently. The announcement that the
rule would be in place for this semester
— instead of next spring or fall, as most
assumed — was published in the Federal
Register August 24, leaving aid officials
scrambling to find time and staffing to
counsel students just as students began
returning to school.
"I'm finding it overwhelming and
depressing, especially when I think of
Passion Fantasy
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PORTLAND SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA
Conducted by Toshiyuki Shimada,
with Violinist Kyoko Takezawa
Thursday, September 21 *á 8 pm
Once each season, the PSO travels to Orono to offer a
unique and exciting musical expencnce. This season,
Maestro Shimada and the orchestra are joined by
violinist Kyoko Takczawa, one of the fastest-rising
musical stall (Isaac Stern proclaims she'll bc one of the
best!), performing the Bruch Violin Concerto #1 plus
orchestral works by Wagner and Strauss.
Supported in part by agrantfreas the Joan Whitney&
Charles Shipman Payson Charitable Foundation, and
ii,grant from the Maine Arts Commission.
• SpeCial pre-concert lecture by Dr. David Kiosks
at 7:00 p.m. in the Bod well Dining Area
THE CIRCUS IS
COMING TO
ORONO!
ZOPPE CIRCUS EUROPA
Friday, September 22 at 8 pm
Saturday, September 23 at 8 pm
(Benefit for Hospice of Eastern Maine)
Sunday, September 24 at 3 pm ,
Imagine the Flying Wallcndas, some of Europe's
finest circus performers, live animals and much more
- all in the Hutchins Concert Hall! Great family fare
for UM's Family & Friends' Weekend. (Special 1/2
Price TiCken for children 12 & under, Sunday
after-noon performance only.)
Sponsored by Mr. Paperback
For Tickets & Information 581-1755
ALL SEATS RESERVED. CHARGE BY PHONE 830-430 weekdays. Box Office window
open 10-3 weekdays & 1 and 1/2 hours before curtain time.
Visa/MasterCard/Checks/Cash.
MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
Co.
University of Maine, Orono, Maine 04469
having to do this every semester," said
Baylor University's David Bond.
"There was no way to plan ahead,"
complained Kenneth Cook, aid director
at the University of Wisconsin in
Oshkosh.
Anticipated bottlenecks, where bor-
rowers are stuck without money to pay
for food, books and tuition until they get
_their loan, which they  can't do untiL
they're properly counseled, haven't ap-
---peared, at least not 'yet.
"There could be some delays (in pay-
ing tuition), but the university will take
a pretty lenient posture," promised
Lenthon Clark,' aid directoi—at the
University of Arkansas.
Most schools have resorted-to offer-
ing group sessions several times a day,
using a video to warn students of their
repayment obligations and th,e conse-
quences of defaulting.
Though using a video has eased some
staffing burdens, aid officers had to
identify who was taking out a Stafford
loan for the first time, a task that called
for combing through records by hand.
"This whole process is slowing down
our personnel from giving other students
help," Baylor's Bond charged.
Arkansas officials didn't even try to
tag beginning borrowers.
"It's almost impossible to identify new
borrowers, so we're making everyone
(who take out a Stafford loan) go
through it," Clark said.
The counseling dicturii is part of a
multi-pronged attack, first unveiled June
(see LOANS page 11)
MTV's —
REMOTE
CONTROL
CONTESTANT-
SEARCH
Ken & Colin are gonna have a tough
time doing the show without any of
our darling young UMaine men &
women...
Wednesday, September 20th, 3:00
at the
Maine Center for the Arts
The search process is limited to the first 200
arrivals. Selection process includes a
written test (.1a bring a pencil and a hard
surface to write on) and a series of
interviews.
The winner of our September 27 show will
go on to compete on a televised show in
New York City.
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(continued from page 10)
1, aimed at punishing schools that do a
bad job of collecting loans. •
Under the Stafford, or
"guaranteed," loan program, students
actually borrow money from banks, but
the government promises to pay the
banks if the students fail to repay their
loans.
As the default rate has grown, the
government has taken enormous losses.
This year alone, it will pay banks $1.8
billion to cover bad student loans, or
about 37 cents for every dollar Congress
appropriated for student aid.
Past efforts to get more students to
repay their loans have helped. On August
10, the U.S. Dept. of Education, which
oversees most federal education pro-
grams like Stafford loans, reported the
default rate fell four percent, to 17 per-
cent, from 1987 to 1988.
The command to counsel students
grew from a belief that some students
may default simply because they are
unaware of their borrowing
responsibilities.
But the new anti-default rules have a
tougher side. They demand that some
1,803 schools that have default rates
higher than 20 percent immediately for-
mulate new loan collection programs.
Starting in October, 1,040 schools with
rates above 30 percent must wait to
release loan funds to first-time borrowers
until those students have gone to class
for 30 days.
Beginning in January 1991, schools
with default rates above 60 percent and
those above 40 percent that don't cut
their rates at least 5 points a year, could
be booted from the guaranteed student
loan program altogether.
Meanwhile, the Education Dept.
figures the new counseling effort can
save $44 million if it cuts the default rate
by just 1 percent.
Aid officers are willing to help. THey
complain, however, the government
didn't give them enough time to install
counseling procedures.
The National Association of Student
Financial Aid Administrators
(NASFAA), a trade group based in
Washington, D.C., lobbied for a delay.
Under the Higher Education Act, it
pointed out, new regulations affecting
the 1989-90 school year were supposed
to have been published by last December.
Loan counseling, though, is a "big-
ticket item," explained Roberta Dunn,
the department s— deputy a-S-Sistant"
secretary for student financial assistance.
"The secretary is encouraging everyone,
to do their best, but we have some sym-
pathy, for the schools!'
Some aren't even sure counseling will
do any good.
"There's no evidence to show that a
particular form of counseling is more ef-
fective than other forms:' said NASFAA
director Dallas Martin.
"People are either going to pay back
loans or they're not:' asserted Baylor's
Bond. "It might keep a few (from
defaulting), but I can't see how it would
have a huge effect!'
Baylor has a default rate of just 3.6
percent, but Bond takes no credit for /he
scarcity of deadbeat borrowers. "It's
nothing in particular that we're do-
ing."
CALL THE AMERKAN
CANCER SOCIETY AT
1-800-ACS-2345
FOR FREE NUTRITION
INFORMATION.
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Sports
Buck's broken nose won't keep him out
Quarterback will
play versus UMass
by Dan Bustard
-14'ri4c; -
Quarterback Mike Buck's nose is
broken, but he was at practice Monday
after seeing a doctor and is expected to
suit up against. the University of
Massachusetts.
Head coach Tom Lichtenberg con-
firmed at the football press conference
that Buck's nose was broken from an
altercation outside Geddy's Pub early
Sunday morning.
Buck told the Campus Sunday night
that he believed his nose was only
swollen after being "sucker punch-
ed,"according to Orono police Sergeant
John Rogers, following a discussion
with two men as to whose car was better.
"It is not affecting his vision,"
Lichtenberg said, who then went on to
cite the problems concerning prominent
athlete and the public.
"They are high profile," Lichtenberg
said. "Somebody goes out, he's having
a good time and he's feeling his oats. He
thinks that it will do him some good to
punch Mike Buck in the nose.
"There are petty jealousies involved.
This happens everywhere. Someday, that
guy is going to say, `I broke Mike Buck's
nose!"
As far as the subject of curfews,
Lichtenberg said that there are curfews
only on Thursday and Friday nights,
because "it is important for them to get
their sleep.
"It's tough. They are human beings.
You can't ask Mike Buck and Scott
Hough and everyone else to sit home and
watch television. I have to have faith and
trust. "
Lichtenberg, who calls his team his
411.'
-
12
photo by John Baer
niNersity of Maine head football coach Tom Lichtenberg answers questions at a Monda) press conference. Linebacker
Mike Smith is to Lichtenberg's left. Despite the injury to Mike Buck, a broken nose suffered in an altercation earl) Sunda)
morning, and a tough test ahead in the Universit) of Massachusetts, Lichtenberg remained optimistic about the Black Bears'
season to date.
"foster. kids," said he has only two
rules: do right, and act like a man and
you'll be treated like a man.
"Those things happen. But Mike is a
tough kid."
Looking ahead to UMass
This weekend's meeting between
UMass and UMaine will feature two
teams ranked (as of last week) in the top
20 Division I-AA in the country.
The Black Bears were placed 20th and
the Minutemen 19th. Both teams won
easily Saturday, so a move upward in the
rankings is possible. The new poll comes
Photo hY Tohn Baer
The University of Maine hockey team lines up for the annual media day. held for the team's picture. Sports information
director fan McCaw stands in front of the team while university photographers prepare for the photo.
out today.
Last fall, UMass won in a high- scor-
ing affair 45-42.
"Last year, they threw the ball a
lot," linebacker Mike Smith, who
made 23 tackles against Villanova, said.
(see CONFERENCE page 14)
Field hockey
(-team loses to
-11t1-24)
by Kim Thibeau
Staff Writer
Forward Sally Maxwell scored two
goals for Boston University as the
Terriers defeated the University of
Maine field hockey team in its home
opener, 2-0, last Saturday.
The Black Bears dropped to 0-4 on
the season and 0-2 in the North
Atlantic Conference. BU is now 2-1
and 2-0, respectively.
UMaines previous losses were to
the University of New Hampshire,
3-0, Colgate University, 3-0, and the
University of Connecticut, 3-1.
Head Coach Jeri Waterhouse said
that 
_the Black Bears were not ag-
gressive enough on the field.
"We did not use the advantage calls
to our advantage (on Saturday),"
she said.
Maxwell scored both BU goals in
the first half. Debi Koch assisted the
first Terrier goal and the second was
unassisted.
(see FIELD page 13)
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Notre Dame strengthens hold on first place
by the Associated Press
Notre Dame's victory over Michigan
convinced almost everyone that the
Fighting Irish are the best team in the
country.
Lou Holtz's team received 57 of 60
first-place votes Monday in The
Associated Press' college foOtball poll.
The other three votes went to second-
ranked Miami, which plays Notre Dame
'on Nov. 25 in the regular-season finale
-for both teams.  
Notre Dame extended its winning
weak to 14 games Saturday, with a 24-19
win over Michigan, which was ranked
No. 2 at the time. The _season-opening
loss dropped the Wolverines to No. 5 in
voting by a nationwide panel of sports
writers and sportscasters.
Michigan was No. 1 in the preseason
poll, but Notre Dame took over the top
spot after beating Virgina 36-13 in the
Kickoff Classic and has widened its lead
each week since.
Last week, the Fighting Irish received
37 first-place votes and 1,463 _points.
This week, they received 20 more first-
'plaTe 'votes -and 3'4 More 'points.
Nebraska, which improved to 2-0 after
beating Utah 42-30, is ranked third. Next
are Auburn, Michigan, Colorado, Clem-
backer ---
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UMaine's only bright spot offen-
sively came with 29 minutes gone in
the second half. Senior Anh Goldfine
came down field on a breakaway at-
tempt and drew goaltender Lori
Heywood out of the goal.
Goldfine, a native of Belfast, slia
the ball-toward the open net. BU mid-
fielder Deborah Milbauer came in
from the left side of the net and stop-
ped Goldfine's attempt.
Black Bear goaltender Deb
(continued from page 12)
McSweeney had 14 saves and
Heywood had two.
UMaine's next game will be the
Alumni Game this Saturday at 10
a.m.
The Black Bears will travel to St.
Louis, Mo., where they will play five
games in four days at the St. Louis
Soccer Park. Waterhouse describes
the outing as a "gathering place" for
teams.
CALL THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY AT
I-800-AG-2345 FOR FREE NUTRITION INFORMATION.
son, Arkansas, West Virgina and
Syracuse.
The No. 6 ranking is Colorado's
highest since reacing No. 3 in October
1977. The Buffaloes (3-0) moved up two
places following an impressive 38-7 win
ever Illinois.
Oklahoma (2-1) and Illinois (1-1) drop-
ped out of the Top 10. The Sooners
plummeted from No. 6 to No. 16 after
losing 6-3 to Arizona and Illinois fell
from. No. 10 to No. 20.
It is the first time in five years that
Oklahoma hasn't been ranked in the Top
10 during the regular season.
Auburn (2-0) defeated Southern
Mississippi 24-3; Clemson (3-0) down-
ed Viq,ina Rch 27-7Arkansas (1-0) beat
Tulsa 26-7; -Weit-Viiiina-13--0)T topped
South Carolina 45-21; and Syracuse (2-0)
edged Army 10-7.
Leading off the Second Ten is
Washington, which beat Purdue 38-8 for
its second victory of the season.
Southern California is ranked 11th,
followed by Pittsburgh, Tennessee,
Alabama, Oklahoma, Houston, North
Carolina State, Washington State and
Illinois.
Texas A&M, Oregon, Arizona, UCLA
and Ohio State complete the Top 25.
Oregon, Arizona and Ohio State were
unranked last week.
Dropping out of the "rankings were
Louisiana State,- Iowa and Mississippi
State.
LSU fell to 0-2 after losing to Florida
State 31-21, Iowa was pounded in its
opener by Oregon 44-6 and Mississipki
State (2-0)-did-not 1ii. LSu was 2Ist
last week, Iowa 24th and Mississippi
State 25th.
•
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QRE PREP COURSE
Starting September 25th for 3 weeks.
Monday thru Thursdays
4:30 - 6:30 p.m.
•
•
Fee: $70.00 e
Location: 100 Jenness Hall
•
Register with Conferences 8 Institutes Division
e
• 206 Chadbome Hall
581-4092
•
•
ARE TOV AN OPINIONATED PERSON?
DO Toy CARE ABOVIT STVDENT MITES?
IF TOV ANSWERED TEl TO EITHER or TEEM
OTTESTIONS, WE HAVE A JOB FOR TOV I  
Announcing elections for the following seats in the
1989 - 1990 General Student Senate:
Androscoggin- 1 seat
Aroostook- 1 seat
Augusta/Belfast- 1 seat
Balentine/Colvin- 1 seat
Corbett- 1 seat
Cumberland- 1 seat
Oxford- 1 seat
Penobscot- 1 seat —
Somerset- 1 seat
Stodder- 1 seat
York Half - 1 seat
York Village- 1 seat
Off Campus- 31 seats
Dunn- 1 seat
Gannett- 1 seat
Hancock- 1 seat
Hannibal/Oak- 1 seat
Hart- 1 seat
Kennebec- 1 seat
Knox- 1 seat
Fraternity- 2 seat
THIS XS TOVR CHANCE TO MANE A DIFFERENCE
AT THE TYNIVERSITY or MAINE
Petitions can be-picked-up at-the Student Government---
Office on the Third floor of the Memorial Union and
are due back by Thursday, September 21.
*Get involved in Student Government*
5..
4)T
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be running on all cylinders.
"They're feeling may be that if they
can knock off an undefeated team in the
conference that they'll be alright, "
Lichtenberg said.
UMass is 1-0-1 on the year.
Villanova rout produces awards
Buck was named Yankee Conference
Player of the Week for his 23 of 31,
303-yard, three touchdown performance,
as well as the Golden Helmet Award
given by Mike Lynch of WCVB-TV-in
--Boston.
Smith was on the conference honor
roll for his performance at linebacker.
Red-shirt freshman Mike Smith also had
a fine outing, collecting 22 tackles.
Lichtenberg was very pleased with
placekicker Lance McCleish. After put-
ting his first two kickoffs out of bounds,
McCleish kept the rest in play and was
(continued from page 12)
three-for-three in field goal tries.
Other notes
UMaine was called for 13 penalties
against Villanova, but Lichtenberg did
not seem too concerned.
"Those are going to happen. I saw on-
ly one bad call, and that was a no-call
on Jeff (Knox). That is my opinion. All
you can do is send the tape to the com-
missioner and he'll decide. But those
kind of things bother you."
Not that Lichtenberg does not like of-
ficials. In fact, he said that officials are
"the greatest things since
cheeseburgers."
Knox has swelling in the knee, defen-
sive end Jim Lucy should be back and
middle linebacker Fred Harner suffered
a bruised knee, but the rest of the team
is healthy going into this week.
i OPEN RUSH
•
•
•
Come meet
the brothers
of
I Phi GAMMA DELTA
•
Sept. 19 at 4:30 p.m.
Spaghetti Dinner
Sept. 20 at 4:30 P.m.
BBC) Dinner
Sept. 21 at 4:00 p.m.
Cookout and Volleyball
with Tri Delta sorority
FOR THE ONZ ziAlc WHO
ENCOUNTERED A CASE OF
MISTAKEN IDENTITY WHILE
ATTENDING A PORTLAND
NIGHTCLUB IN AUGUST!!
YOUR EYES MAY BE BWE. BUT THEY
CAN BE GREEN! YOU STOLE MY
HEART! UMO HOMECOMING'S TOO FAR
AWAY! PLEASE CALL!
TIM LADY WITE
rRvitimpoor CAT
•-•4
•
•Conference
"But they could also run. As the week
goes on, we'll be ready for them."
"UMass is always a good team," co-
captain and offensive tackle Scott
Hough said. "But we are a different
team (this year) with tough leadership.
Against Villanova, we felt comfortable
for the first time. "
Lichtenberg referred to UMass Coach
Jim Reid, a UMaine graduate, stating
that he'll be "fired up for this one" since
this will be the first time the Minutemen
-have played in Orento in five years.
"And knowing Jimmy, he woke up this
morning fired up," Lichtenberg said.
While Villanova was more of a
physical team which preferred to play
straight up, UMass mixes its formations
on both offense and defense.
"They can cause you a lot of pro-
blems," Lichtenberg said. "UMass
doesn't have big guys, so they won't sit
still. But if you know Jimmy, that's his
nature anyway.
"Their defense looks as good as New
Hampshire, and a second-teamer ran for
200 yards on offense (a 42-23 UMass win
over Lehigh Saturday). I hope they don't
clay their first stringer'
1.7144ass lost quarterback Dave palaz-
zi to graduation, but fifth-year senior—
Ro Balt/acci has-certainly- picked- up--
the slack.
Baldacci is 37 of 62 passing with 456
yards, five touchdowns and no intercep-
tions. Jerome Bledsoe ripped Lehigh for
206 yards on 19 carries, so UMass will
bring a balanced offense which looks to
000.001
Answer YES to five questions;
qualify for a $1,000 scholarship!
1. Will you be a junior or,senior in
college as of September 5, 1989?
- 2. Are your majoring in Business
Management, Marketing,
Retailing, or related field?
3. Are you a Maine resident?
4. Do you have an accumuloted
grade point average of 2.5 or
better?
5 Are you a_full.time student?
BANGOR MALL
IS AWARDING TWO $1000
SCHOLARSHIPS THROUGH THE
JOSEPH UNOBSKEY MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP FUND.
.__ -
The following items are required
* ComOleted application-form,
available at the Bangor Mall
'information booth
* Official transcript of grades
* Two letters of recommendation from
school officials, professors,
employers, or others not related
* Statement of expectations, plans and
goals for the future
ENTRY DEADLINE IS
SEPTEMBER 30, 1989
Full information is available at the
Bangor Mall Information Booth.
bangor mall
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University of Maine Notebook
The University of Maine announced
some new hirings this week.
Lance Graham, a former diver at
UMaine, has been named assistant
aquatics director and the head diving
coach.
Graham comes to Orono from the
University of Northern Iowa, where he
served as diving coach from 1986-89.
Previously, he was the diving coach at
Williams College from 1982-86, where
he coached four All-Americans and a
:Tab are
since
defen-
ack and
suffered
he team
Nevirligiatia diving Champion. Vhire'
at Withams,...lie.=.1. ai 2CC1 C;
tant swimming coach. He helped the
women's team to two Division 11 na-
tional championships:
Graham graduated from UMaine in
1981 with a B.S. in physical education.
He received his master's degree in Educa-
tional Administration from North
Adams State College in 1988. He also at-
tended Alfred Agricultural and Technical
College in Alfred, N.Y., where he was a
four-time junior college diving All-
American selection, and the holder of
the national point record for the 1-meter
board.
In- addition to his coaching duties,
Graham is a lecturer in physical educa-
tion for UMaine.
Kathleen Matta has been named as an
assistant director of recreational sports.
She will help to organize various recrea-
tional and intramural activities on
campus.
Matta was previously a graduate assis-
tant for the Department of Athletics and
Recreational Services at Seton -Hall
University. She graduated from Seton
Hall with a B.S. in finance in 1987, and
received her master's degree from Seton
b   
Hall in Public Service Administration
and Policy with a concentration in
Athletic Administration, in 1989.
While at Seton Hall, she served as the
facility supervisor of the Robert Bren-
nan Recreational Center for three years.
She also has been a senior supervisor in
the Seton Hall Department of Student
Activites and Recreation, and a recrea-
tion director at Lakewood Community
School in Lakewood, N.J.
- Tim Van Alstine has been hired as the
-13Tifttor of Athletic gervices, replacing
Jim Sterk, who became the athletic
business manaëTFnine
Van Alstine comes to UMaine from
the University of Illinois, where he serv-
ed with Academic Services. He was
responsible for the academic eligibility
of the football and men's basketball
teams, with the Big Ten and the NCAA.
Van Alstine received his bachelor's
degree in English from St. Nobert Col-
lege in 1982. He received his master's
degree from Fordham University in
Education Administration in 1983. He
currently is working on his doctorate,
and expects to receive his degree in June,
1990.
While at St. Nobert, Van Alstine was
a member of the varsity football team.
He was invited to the training camp of
the USFI:s Michigan Panthers.
He served as a graduate assistant foot-
ball coach as Fordham in 1983 and was
an assistant coach at Loras College from
1984-85.
White named to NCAA committee
Dr. Kevin White, Director of Athletics
at UMaine, has been appointed to serve
on the NCAA Special Committee on
Cost Reduction. White was also chosen
as a member of the National Faculty of
the United States Sports Academy, where
he will take part in the academy's Inter-
national Program in Sport Management.
The NCAA committee is charged with
considering means and strategies of
reducing the costs of intercollegiate
athletics "without denying the students
access to higher ucation or significant
altering of the competitive balance
among NCAA member institutions."
Included in the committee's assign-
ment is considefatian of the concept of
restricting athletic scholarships to basic
eciat-eniunal  pitu...dernangrated
need, at least for some sport divisions.
White is also a member of the NCAA
Executive Council Nominating
Committee.
compiled by Dan Bustard
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CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED
llxiong for a fraternity, sorority or student organzsa-
bon that would like to make $500 - $LOW for
a one week on-campus marketing protect. Must
be oNanized and hardwrwking. Call Becky or Myra
at (800) 592-2121.
National Marketing Firm seeks mature student to
manage on-campus promotions for top companies
tht,ioo year Amble hours with earning- paten-.
tia,l,to.$2.500 per semester. Must be organized.
hard working and money motivated_ Call Cheryl
filmicy at f80ry)-592-2121.
Students and Clubs to loin the '89-90 Student
Trawl Services. Sales Team. Earn CASH and/or
FREE Winter and Spnng Break vacations. Travel
with the best to our exciting ski and sun destina-
tions. For more information CALL:
1-800-648-4849.
Earn top S. Flexible hours, fun. Enioyable. Rewar-
ding gross up to 520.000 per year by helping
friends receive grants/KholarshiT)s. For info. please
CALL: (213) 967-2115:
BICYCLES
Cannondate Mountain Bike Sale Aluminum frame,
15-speed index shifting. heavy duty tires. Prepped
for sale. starting at $299.00 -CALL: Acadia Bike
& Canoe. Bar Harbor, 288-5483.
SALES
ORONO THRIFT SHOP. Take Pine off Main.
2nd nght onto Birch. Weds. 11-4
NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS 
The Daily Maine Campus'
Display Advertising Department Hours
for the Fall semester will be:
Monday 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Tuesday 11:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Wednesday 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Thursday 12:00 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
Friday 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Contact Kathy Marcoux or Galen Perry 
\ Tel: 581-1273 or stop by our office in
, the basement of Lord Hall
To serve tt-le campus adequ
be placed two da
ately, we request all advertisements
is prior to publication date.
_411E. -an11.41,
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Kastle Synergy 88/89
Kast1e-N-,7.-SGM 88/89
Kastle Mag light 88/89
Assorted Dynastar, PRE,
and }castle skis
Valued to $380
Now $69 or 4 for $200
PRE GSP skis
Reg. $380 Now $139.00
Dachstein I>F5
Reg. 280 Now $89.00
89/90 Kastle TI Racing skis
Reg. $385 Now $199.00
89/90 Kastle Champion skis
Reg. $365 Now $189.00
Dynastar TSI Carbon skis
Reg. $385 Now $189.00
Dynastar Sport 88
Reg. $295 Now $169.00
DYnagar_SNrt 66 
Reg. $275 Now $139.00
Head Challenger Skis
Reg. $285 Now $129.00
E I
•
$369 $129.00
416 169.00
379 169.00
Assorted Demos
and Pre-Mounts
Valued to $600
Now $129 to $190
Hart Honeycomb SL Racing
Reg. $400 Now $99.00
!castle GSM and SLM
Reg. $425 Now $309.00
Hart Sierra Ski
Reg. $300 Now $89.00
Dynastar Adult X-C.Skis
Reg $130 Now $19.00
Adult X-C 3-pin package
Valued to $50 Now $79
Save 60% to 90%
Assorted SOS, Head,
Tyrolia, Ditrani.
Boulder Gear, Elho,
Black Diamond.
Values up to $500
Now $69 to $129
Reg Now
Marker M26 $150 $79.00
M36 160 89.00
M46 180 99.00
Tyrolia 470 140 79.00
480 160 89.00
490 180 99.00
Salomon Kid's 127 75 39.00
Etva,c4,, S/Kt444-ina4,4
Greatly Reduced!!
1
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Bass Park Complex
Bangor Auditorium
Main Street • Bangor,ME
Sept:21-24
Thur. 5pm-8pm, Fri. 9am-8pm.
Sat. 9am-8pm, Sun. 10am-4pm
fe.44c4A,4
Stockings...reg. $10.00
Now 2 for $9.00
MM IAN
Assorted EIR Ski Sweaters
Valued to $100
Now only $19.00
Marker Racing Gloves
Reg. $40 Now $9.95
Dynastar Ski Bag
Reg. $35 Now $14.95
Tecnica Boot Bag
Reg. $30 Now $9.95
Special Purchase
SOS Sweaters.. All sizes
Reg. $185 Now $69.00
One-piece Suits
Value at $300
Now al low as $99.00
Men's & Ladies RSO Bibs
Reg. $80 Now $29.00
Children's RSO Bibs
Reg. 60 Now $25.00
Kids Fleece Tops & Bottoms
Reg. $49 Now $14.95
Kid's Parkas
starting as low as $29.00
 Epati
Assorted Adult Boots
Larige;taber, Dachstern, Tecnica, and more
Value to $300 Now p9.00
Reg. $360 Now $129.001
Raichle 860 Boots
Raichle VIVA Boots
Reg. $165 Now $79.00
Pcte4 
Swan Ski Pole
Reg. $35 Now $14.95
Kerma Corrective
Angle Poles
Reg.$60 Now $19.95
Tecnica Galaxy Boots
Reg. $160 Now $69.00
Kids Ski Boots
Reg. $90 Now $49.00
fi 'ha/ f4avie
Pazkaie
Dynastar Sport 66 275
Salomon 447 120
Kerma Poles 35
Mount/Wax 25
$455
Save $316 Now $139.00
Pite4e44e44.
oedgers
Portland. ME • Lincoln, NH • Burlington, VT
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